Technology Committee

MEETING MINUTES FOR 10/24/2017
In Attendance: Steve Bale, B. Bavaro, Gabriela Brochu, Edward Corbett, Thomas Dobbert, Ricky Genz, Scott Huber,
David Misner, Bo Murdock, Cynthia Pierrott, Chris Quantrell, Amanda Sabiniano, Brandy Scarnati, Ygnacio Vasquez,
Barbara Walden, Scott Weissman
Absent: Cal Anderson, Lee Anderson, Miguel Diaz-Bonilla, Bob Fletcher, Patrick Guiberson,
Minutes from September meeting were approved.
Quizdom Workshop
•

Professor Gray provided a workshop on the Quizdom clicker software. She showcased how it worked, how she uses
it in her biology classes, and how to get data out of it. Data is pulled from the plugin through Powerpoint. Nursing
has an interest in it. Math faculty are currently using it and have purchased clickers themselves. There was
additional discussion about using tech fee dollars to purchase x number of clickers and they will be checked out at
the learning commons desk. More discussion to come on purchasing clickers.

Mid-year RAP Requests
•

RDMT 219 4-5 iMacs, printer, and lectern – A request has been made to purchase 4-5 iMacs for RDMT 219 to
charge to the tech fee. This designated classroom is specifically used for paper making so these new Apple stations
would be used to show designs before prints were made. Current solution is a mobile workstation (laptop on a
cart). Committee would like to see justification before RAP request is made.
o

There was a heavy discussion about providing documented data that shows students are getting more out
of the classroom learning environment with the new technology tools being ordered. Previous meeting
there was a discussion about iPads purchased by Fred and the usage of it. Thomas will invite Fred Lokken
to next meeting to discuss how the iPads will be used in the future.

•

SIER 212 – Demo was done by Chris Quantrell. He showcased how the apple tv and ipad cart work in the
classroom. The classroom is mostly used for English and Math courses. The furniture in that room include
whiteboard tables and walls. Mirroring to the Apple TV was pretty seamless when it was showcased to a small
group of committee members.

•

10GB fiber/Ethernet is coming to TMCC. Thomas reported that SCS is updated their network to 10GB Ethernet and
told SCS that TMCC is interested in upgrading as well. TMCC is currently on 1GB Ethernet. Equipment for this is
already in process of being purchased. TMCC would be ready in a month or so with 10GB Ethernet after equipment
arrives and after trenching can be done between DRI and TMCC on the Dandini campus.

•

Planning Council charged every committee with aligning the committee goals with the strategic master plan. The
technology committee is committed to lifelong learning.

•

eLumen, the purchased assessment software, has a solution to match the technology RAP requests with our goals
and missions. Software is currently being worked on and not up and running yet.
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•

•

Workday – IT reports that this was the smoothest go live with a system of this magnitude. It’s user friendly

however the processes are strict and streamlined – good but elongated lots of integration behind the scenes. Lots
of programming had to be done on the IT side.
•

KWALL – Web Services has signed a contract with KWALL to develop a new website. We are doing away with
TerminalFour. New trainings will be offered; it will be similar to what everyone is used to. Faculty web pages will
not be affected.

•

WebCollege Update – Brian Fletcher’s PSC 231 and Lisa Buehler’s BUS 115 courses are QM certified. Thomas
Kearns and Brandy Scarnati are working on a professional development course that would show instructors how to
make sure content in Canvas is ADA accessible.

•

Next meeting is November 28. It will be the last meeting of the semester.
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